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brian lara cricket 2005 is a great for a quick game that
can be enjoyed by everyone, but it also offers a good

challenge for those willing to put in the time to learn the
games subtle nuances. impatient gamers wont give the
game the time it deserves, but should find enjoyment on
the lower difficulty settings where high scoring is where
its at. those wanting a real cricket simulation wont be

disappointed. pump up the difficulty and prepare for hard
fought, tactical contests that will prove challenging to

the end. having a good shot selection is the first step to
success, but you also need to know how to bowl. your

control over the ball is determined by the direction of the
right analogue stick, with the following directions acting
on the ball: fast, medium, slow, wide and leg. although

the direction of the ball is determined by the direction of
the stick, you need to twist the stick in order to impart

spin on the ball. spin is a vital part of bowling, especially
with fast bowlers, and the game will penalise you if you

dont spin the ball correctly. bowlers will also be
penalised if they dont keep the ball at a certain angle,
which is determined by the fielders position. this might
sound easy enough, but it actually takes some practice
and some quick thinking to play a successful leg-side or
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off-side field. fielders will also be penalised if they take
unnecessary risks by standing still. brian lara cricket
2005 is the best cricket game out there, and for the

majority of people thats good enough. the other cricket
games arent as refined, and are prone to the same

issues. however, those who are willing to put in the time
will have a satisfying experience. this is a game for the

purist cricket fan, who has at least an interest in the
sport. it also offers enough depth to satisfy the more

casual fan as well.
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this is a game that's in its infancy, and one that's clearly
being developed with the aid of the newly-launched pc

version of ea cricket 2005 (a game which has a few
issues of its own). so there's no better time to be a

cricketing student than now, and the potential for this
game to reach its potential is high - and yet there's a

great deal to be desired before it's perfect. it may be a
long way from that, but it's a clever and entertaining

effort in the meantime. once youre bat it is a little more
difficult. however, the reliance on hard-hit balls makes it
easy to try and hit the ball out of the ground and this is
where the game lacks the finesse of other cricket titles.

the game-play is very well presented with the ball
displayed vividly on the centre of the screen and the

player models look great. the game is very easy to pick
up and if youre a seasoned cricket fan, this will be no
hardship. for those who havent played cricket before,
there are some controls that may take a little time to

adjust to. don't get me wrong, there is some very good
cricketing action. some of the finest moments in the

game come when you watch the ball fly to the boundary
or over the infield - and the game has some outstanding
graphics for the spinners. you wont be able to get your
head around it at first but if you have any experience of

bowling or watching cricket, this is a good game. the
easy to use controls and the excellent commentary will
take a little time to master but if you enjoy cricket, its
worth trying. all too often games make you feel like a
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complete novice but this doesnt happen here. this is an
accessible game, perfect for the casual cricket fan, but if

you want the deep, realistic and challenging cricket
experience there are other titles out there. 5ec8ef588b
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